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Loves Labours Won
On the 30th of April Year 5 and Year 6 had the wonderful opportunity
to watch the magnificent play ‘Loves Labour Won’ or ‘Much Ado About
Nothing’ through School Live Broadcast. It was performed by The Royal
Shakespeare Company. We watched the play because we were learning
about the intelligent Shakespeare.

Much Ado About Nothing is the most common name for this play. It
means to do something for nothing. I loved the play, every now and then
there would be humorous scenes or laugh-out-loud moments. However
there was sadness in some scenes with Claudio (Tunji Kasim) and Hero
(Flora Spencer). It’s a complicated love story between two pairs, Benedict
and Beatrice who have a love-hate relationship and Hero and Claudio
who are madly in love but suffer an evil trick of Don John .

The Actor who stood out the most in my opinion was Constable Dogberry
(Nick Haverson). The way they changed the setting was awesome, the
costumes that the amazing actors wore were stunning and the setting
was beautiful (I wish I lived in that castle). The most funniest part, that
I thought, was in Dogberry’s kitchen when they’re trying to get out but
there is not enough room so they try lifting the table and chairs then
placing it down and trying to exit. The most emotional scene, which I
thought, was when Claudio accuses Hero of being with another man but
it was just an evil scheme of Don John.

I would definitely recommend this jaw-dropping, remarkable play if you like to
watch plays with humorous and emotional scenes . RSC this is an extraordinary
play you have produced. Keep it up.
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